STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA  
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION  
OIL AND GAS DIVISION

WELL TYPE: OIL; GAS;  LIQUID INJECTION  
WASTE DISPOSAL: (IF "GAS") PRODUCTION STORAGE, DEEP X SHALLOW

LOCATION: ELEVATION 1222; WATERSHED: Upper Ohio South

DISTRICT: GLOVER; COUNTY: Marion

SURFACE OWNER: Howard B. Conner (life)  
ACREAGE: 81.72

OIL & GAS ROYALTY OWNER: See Table Above  
LEASE ACREAGE: 36.53

PROPOSED WORK: DRILL; X CONVERT; DRILL DEEPER; REDRILL; FRACTURE; STIMULATE; X; PLUG OFF OLD FORMATION; PERFORATE NEW FORMATION; PLUG AND ABANDON; CLEAN OUT AND REPLUG; OTHER PHYSICAL CHANGE IN WELL (SPECIFY)

TARGET FORMATION: Utica Shale  
ESTIMATED DEPTH: 11,167

WELL OPERATOR: Ch花费on Appalachian, LLC  
DESIGNATED AGENT: Kenneth E. Larkay

ADDRESS: 500 Mountain View Drive  
CHARLESTON, WV 25301-3202

DATE JULLY 3 2013
OPERATOR’S WELL NO. Conner 6l
APR WELL NO. 47 - 51 - 01999
STATE COUNTY PERMIT

FILE NO. R006239.0443
DRAWING NO. CONNER 6H PLAT
SCALE: 2000
MINIMUM DEGREE OF ACCURACY: 1
PROVEN SOURCE OF ELEVATION: GPS (Survey Grade)

FILE NO. R006239.0443
DRAWING NO. CONNER 6H PLAT
SCALE: 2000
MINIMUM DEGREE OF ACCURACY: 1
PROVEN SOURCE OF ELEVATION: GPS (Survey Grade)

I THE UNDERSIGNED, HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAT IS CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF AND SHOWS ALL THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY LAW AND THE REGULATIONS ISSUED AND PRESCRIBED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

(SIGNED)  
R.P.E. 15710 L.L.S.

PLACE SEAL HERE

REVISED UTM Coordinates